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Dedication

I dedicate this book to Samuel C. Glass, Jr.
I never loved or felt closer
to any other person in my whole life.
I am so grateful to him for
decades of support and encouragement
that he has given me
for my nonfiction, my storytelling, and my art.
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Preface
The idea is simple behind my book called Creating Buzz Power -- Public
Excitement for You and What You Do:
In exchange for you paying to get vital knowledge in a downloadable eBook
format, I provide you step by step shortcuts using apps for creating the public
excitement that you want for you and for what you do.
If you find you need “extra help” with this, get optional coaching over Skype or
Zoom or other video apps with Dr. Woody Goulart. Enjoy the benefits of
personalized, customized, real-time, one-to-one coaching/mentoring. Only pay
for the coaching sessions you want. Priced at $100 for each one-hour session
you would like to schedule. There is no minimum purchase required. You pay
only for the voice-to-voice coaching for which you choose.
If you’re interested in learning more about my professional coaching service, get
in touch with me by email:

[ vegasdrwoody@gmail.com ]
The material contained in this eBook is built my accumulated professional
experience dating back 25 years in website development—building, design,
writing/editing, repairing, launching, and marketing of websites.
You should never trust anyone’s opinions or work when it comes to websites
unless they have two decades of work background as an adult in website
development—building, design, writing/editing, repairing, launching, and
marketing of websites.
I sincerely believe that someone who today has not at least reached their midthirties certainly does not deserve your trust or your money when it comes to
working on your website and your online presence.
Someone like me who has the essential two decades of work background as an
adult in website development plus an additional two decades of business
communication work background simply is going to be more trustworthy.
I also pose far less risk for you to take with your hard-earned money and your
use of the internet for business and for your career advancement.
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Thank you for your interest in learning my step-by-step shortcuts using apps for
creating buzz power -- public excitement for you and what you do.
Now, let’s jump into this topic right now and have some fun along with way!
Woody Goulart
Las Vegas, Nevada
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1. Buzz Power
This eBook has a cool name in its title, Buzz Power.
No, this is not the name of a comic book action hero.

And yet, I admit that I personified this phrase as a fictional character for the
original illustrations I created to help promote this eBook.
Here’s my amazingly simple definition of what buzz power is:

Strategies and tactics to create public excitement about
you and what you do.
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Channels
Today it’s possible to harness buzz power across a variety of channels in the
digital realm to persuade people to buy your ideas, goods, or services. Your
messaging can be delivered through websites, eBooks, and devices that people
hold in one hand.
Yet, about half of small and medium-sized businesses or nonprofits in the United
States do not yet attempt to push their messaging out using those channels. I
believe that this means too many people are missing out on a great opportunity
and are losing money that they could be bringing in.
This eBook is the direct path to empowering you to use specific apps effectively
and successfully to persuade people to buy your ideas, goods, or services.

What You Need
If you want to have street credibility today in the 21st century you need to have a
presence in the world using today’s communications technology.
If you choose to have no presence, you are taking the path to diminishing your
brand and your reputation. Having no presence is a proven way for you to go “off
the grid” when you want to separate yourself from interacting with people.
Because of my work dating back to 1996 using the internet to persuade people to
buy ideas, goods, and services, I developed a firm belief that having your own
presence online is critical to your success no matter what you do for a living. It
really is that basic. And, no, I do not recommend that you try to get by only using
two top social media options, Facebook, and Twitter, but do not have a website
of your own.
You need to establish your own presence with a unique domain name that
carries your personal brand to represent you and your public reputation on the
internet. Your own presence online is necessary to generate positive buzz and
mitigate possibly negative buzz about you.
This, of course, presumes that you need and want to make a living (to generate
revenue on a consistent basis) and that you want to work. If you are no longer in
the world of work, then you do not need to read this.
I am going to show you, step by step, how to establish your presence in the
digital realm and then move beyond having a website for your online presence. I
will show you how to release an eBook and a paperback book version that both
can represent you and your public reputation out in the world.
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The simple reason for having your own online presence and your own
digital/paperback publications is so you can swim in the same waters as your
target audience or potential customers. It’s an old-school nautical metaphor, but
you get the idea here.
If you expect to attract and persuade any target audience or potential customers,
you need to bring what you are offering to where they already are. You need to
go find them. Do not expect them to seek you out.
To attain buzz power today for yourself, your ideas, your work, your services, or
anything else, it is essential that you use digital and online channels as part of
your communication strategy.
If you honestly and truthfully want credibility in promoting or marketing yourself,
your ideas, your cause, your business, or your organization, you simply must
have your own website and digital/paperback publications. Why? Those tools of
the trade are where you will interact with people that you need to succeed.
The other not-so-obvious truth is this: Having your own online presence and
digital/paperback publication is essential proof that you are savvy enough to use
today’s contemporary tools of communication in the digital realm and online.

Transformation
People have been using digital technology for decades to communicate and
conduct business. Web-based communication is no longer just some trend that
only young people or other early adapters of technology regardless of their age
find worthwhile.
Web-based and other digital tools are not likely to fall out of favor like black and
white television did. The worldwide acceptance of the internet and associated
devices like tablets, portable music players, and smart phones forever has
transformed the ways of persuading people to buy ideas, goods, and services.
There is no turning back to the way things were before the 1990s. Just as there
is no turning back to the 1950s longing for an era you may incorrectly think of as
a time “when America was great.” That unforgettable campaign slogan from
Donald J. Trump (“make America great again”) focused people on some
idealized version of the past that may not have actually been true. Was American
“great” at one time in the past, but not today? I prefer instead to sidestep this
question and focus on a real—not imaginary—view of the present and the future.
Those who choose not to use the digital realm to sell ideas, goods, and services
are just asking to be left behind in the dust. If you are someone who thinks you
can have a credible public reputation in the current century without drawing upon
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basic digital realm strategies and tactics, I am telling you that you are completely
wrong.
I believe, as the saying goes, that one picture is worth a thousand words. So, I
want you to look at a powerful picture that I have to share with you:

This photograph shows me proudly holding my Amazon Kindle Fire on the day
that it arrived at my door all the way back during 2011.
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I was so happy to finally own one of these devices. Like many other people
around the world, I discovered that this device that I could hold in my hand truly
was transformational. This one device disrupted the traditional ways of doing
business and marketing completely. There is just no turning back to the way
things were before this device came into our lives.
Now available in several different (less clunky compared to how the device
looked at the start of the 21st century) versions at various price levels with a wide
range of expanded capabilities, this game-changing device is a revolutionary
step forward in human communication and interaction. This is no exaggeration.
Today you can enjoy eBooks, websites, and other electronically published
multimedia content delivered electronically to hand-held devices such as tablets
or smart phones as well as on your own laptop/desktop computer.
The devices that you choose to use are not what’s important. There will always
be newer versions of these hand-held wonders that are weigh less than previous
models, that are foldable, and that to do more amazing things than previous
technology ever could. But the important thing here is not technology. How the
content promotes ideas, goods, and services is far more important than the
technology, itself.

Who is Woody Goulart?
I am a guy who has taken a pioneering role in using contemporary technology
tools. Back in the days before any of this was considered cool, I conceived of and
launched a web presence for use by the Washington, DC nonprofit association
for older Americans, AARP.
The website was not even thought of, or called, a blog because that term was not
widely used until around the presidential elections of 2004 in the United States.
Nor was this site known as an intranet. By whatever name was used at the time,
my specific goal was to create an internal communications website for
employees using what we today call social business apps.
Because of the heat that gets generated by partisan political bloggers, it’s really
easy to mistake all blogging as serving primarily the function of stirring up
emotions and initiating public action on issues. However, I can tell you about the
real world of blogging for business—without any and all partisan political
controversy. The reality is: Blogging is only one small part of today’s use of
the internet for business.
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Center for Messaging
I created a unique internal communications website to keep employees who
worked across the United States all on the same page using central or core
center for messaging. The 2001 site was given the name of AARP Message
Center, which was probably not the most inspired choice since that name
seemed to convey the immediacy of a person’s email inbox. The name should
have been “Center for Messaging,” but even that sounds like a physical building
somewhere. No matter wat, I have to accept the blame for the blandness of the
name AARP Message Center.
But the name was not the only problem. The site, itself, was not very visually
exciting. I take full credit for this as well. Here is a screen shot that serves as a
confession on my part:

AARP Message Center was a pioneering (if poorly named and drab to look at)
business blog exclusively to service AARP employees. It ran in continuous
operation from December 2001 through February 2006.
Executive management changes in early 2006 within the organization led directly
to different priorities for internal communications compared to the priorities in
place when I created AARP Message Center. The person responsible for those
changes in internal communications priorities at AARP died less than ten years
later.
But the outcome of the priorities changes was that AARP Message Center was
removed from the internet and instead was melded into an intranet (private
proprietary network) named AARP InfoNet which was a nickname for the AARP
“information network.” I left AARP for other employment shortly thereafter.
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However, no matter what opinions anyone may have about what happened at
AARP during that first decade of the 21st century, it is true that my web-based
communications efforts in Washington, DC stand as pioneering. This is because
few organizations in those days had yet to start using the internet or private
proprietary web networks) for their own, internal business communication and
marketing purposes.

Staying on the Same Page
What I accomplished was a change in the internal culture at AARP: I persuaded
AARP management to recognize the need to inform employees about what
AARP was saying in its public communications.
Employees across all 50 states and across the Northern Hemisphere in six
different U.S. time zones (including far-off Guam) needed to stay “on the same
page,” so to speak, when it came to how AARP communicated its opinions on
important public policy issues such as Social Security, Medicare prescription
drugs, older drivers, grief, and loss, grandparenting, and so forth.
AARP management at that time followed my guidance to use the internet and
blogging software to help employees stay “on message” no matter what time
zone they happened to work in. Being “on message” with core or central themes
explains why this internal communications website earned the rather boring
name of “Message Center.”
I chose to use blogging software for the AARP Message Center website because
that particular software—which was new in the early 2000s—enabled AARP to
make frequent (sometimes daily) postings online in reverse chronological order
with links to summaries, digests and full text. This use of technology was
important since AARP was a large and decentralized organization, with staffed
offices located in over 60 locations in the United States time zones, including the
states of Alaska and Hawaii.
I recognized the reality in the early 2000s that using blogging software online was
the most practical way to share up-to-the-minute documents and details will all
employees no matter where they were geographically situated.
Initially, I conceived of and wrote HTML and PHP code to do what today’s
blogging software and social business apps do and I worked with a technical
advisor at a website hosting company not affiliated with AARP to develop
customized software for AARP Message Center site. Eventually, the availability
of off-the-shelf blogging software increased during the early 2000s, and I chose
wisely not to reinvent the wheel and made the switch to an app that was named
PMachine. The name was eventually changed to Expression Engine. When a
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then-new software platform named WordPress became available, I made the
switch power the AARP Message Center for communicating and marketing
online using WordPress.
AARP Message Center (regardless of the software that powered the site)
provided extreme flexibility in the continuous sharing of knowledge, approved
language and documents with thousands of employees online at a cost savings
and time savings compared to using traditional, low-tech alternatives such as
mailing hard copies through the United States Postal Service.

Not Sexy or Sizzling
This practical, everyday business use of social business apps certainly is not
“sexy” if compared to today’s sizzling commentaries in partisan political blogs.
And that lack of sexy sizzle is an incredibly good thing!
Blogging or today’s social business apps over an organization’s intranet need not
be perceived as “sexy” or “hot” or “sizzling” when it comes to your everyday
business needs in internal communication.
In fact, I demonstrated vividly with this blogging effort in the early 2000s one very
important fact: Strip away the fanfare and your organization can nonetheless
derive many tangible cost-saving and time-saving benefits by choosing to use
social business apps to interact with a decentralized target audience such as
your employees.
One core element that enabled the initial success of AARP Message Center was
the backing and support of key organization executives in Washington, DC. I held
an honorable leadership position at AARP at that time, but I was not one of the
“big shots.” I could never have made this web-based tool work at all had it not
been for the support and encouragement of several leaders (the genuine “big
shots”) within AARP in the early 2000s.

Backing and Support
This taught me a valuable lesson: If you intend for your organization’s
intranet to succeed, you need the enthusiastic backing and support of key
leaders.
You need such leaders to speak in person, face-to-face with employees
wherever possible. The support that you need for your intranet to succeed also
demands that leaders are willing to put their support in writing (such as in
ongoing company emails to all employees) and in printed marketing materials
distributed in hard-copy formats to all employees.
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Another valuable lesson that I learned with this particular intranet effort: If key
organizational executives for whatever reason pull their support and funding after
the website you created has been in operation for a while, that likely will result in
the significant illness or even death of your website.
That’s exactly what happened at AARP at that time. The internal communications
channel that I had created, launched, and maintained for several years was shut
down in 2006. One communications executive rose in power within AARP in the
early 2000s. He disagreed with what I had created in AARP Message Center. He
chose to dump what I had created and implemented so he could instead institute
ideas and processes of his own. He died less than ten years later.

Recognition and Moving On
Changes in executives within organizations are a normal part of what happens.
This can be typical in large metropolitan area where employers can without
difficulty hire other employees to replace you who cost less money than you and
who will follow their directives out of fear of being fired. Everyone needs to come
to that realization sooner or later. Sometimes it is necessary for a person to part
ways with an organization because of leadership changes within it. That’s exactly
what happened to me at AARP.
I am very proud that my work in Washington, DC was recognized for three
consecutive years (2003, 2004, and 2005) when I received the Apex award—an
annual competition for publishers, editors, writers and designers who create print,
Web, electronic and social media.
I branched out from 2005 through 2011 to work for what is now known as the
University of Maryland Global College. I served as an adjunct instructor who
taught online and in-classroom courses to train adults to be better
communicators in their business and personal lives.
My post-AARP employment started in 2006 when I began working at small
marketing consulting firm in the Washington, DC market to provide editorial
management of a United States military outreach effort. I led the efforts until
2008 to upgrade their outmoded website into an interactive online
communications vehicle to motivate people to remember and honor those who
support our military service members. The United States Army’s Freedom Team
Salute program was ended in 2010 due to cuts in funding within the Pentagon.
After my accomplishments with that outreach program on behalf of the United
States Army, I went on to work in 2008 for the Washington, DC area
management and technology consulting firm, Booz Allen Hamilton. During the
second decade of the 21st century Booz Allen Hamilton became internationally
infamous for being the employer of Edward Snowden, an American who leaked
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classified United States government information and then ran off and is presently
hiding from prosecution in the United States by living in Russia.
I did not work with top-secret government files and did not have top-secret
clearance. I was part of a small leadership team assigned to launch an internal
communications suite of apps named Hello.bah.com whose purpose was to
enable collaborative efforts for all employees of Booz Allen Hamilton around the
world. I was ideally suited for this work because I had created and launched
AARP Message Center.
One core element that enabled the initial success of Hello.bah.com was the
backing and support of key organization executives at the firm’s headquarters in
McLean, Virginia. Notably, one strong and charismatic leader on the information
technology side of the firm stepped up his presence. He spoke and wrote often
about encouraging employees to use this intranet suite of social business apps
that included Microsoft SharePoint and Yammer. Were it not for him and his
specific support and encouragement, the acceptance of Hello.bah.com
throughout the launch would not have gone smoothly.
One unforgettable lesson I learned in 2008 while working on Hello.bah.com was
that there exists a common misperception: Social business apps are perceived
as intended only for young employees. During one of the training and orientation
sessions I was conducting for Booz Allen Hamilton employees, someone asked
these questions directly: “Isn’t this only for young people? I’m not young.
Why should I want to use it?”
I was 48 at the time. I was highly qualified to speak from experience to the reality
that the relevance and utility of social business apps has nothing at all to do with
how many birthdays you’ve had.

Your Attitude Matters
There’s a remarkably simple truth in all this: Your attitude towards technology
and social business apps over an intranet or public-facing website means
everything in determining whether you will be successful using such 21 st century
tools of business.
You can choose to fear or disdain contemporary digital technology. You also can
choose to exclude yourself from the everyday world in which people use desktop
or hand-held devices running social business apps.
However, you do not want to make either of those choices if you want to remain
relevant in the world we live in today.
Fond anticipation of retirement at age 65 or so can provide anyone with a false
sense of relief. I hope that you don’t fall into that trap.
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I’ve seen how it’s possible for a person to look forward to retirement especially
because they no longer have to use the technology that everyone else uses
every day in the world of work. That’s the wrong way to look at life. That’s the
wrong attitude to adopt. You likely will end up lonely and probably run out of
money, too.
I mention technology in particular at this point because I am convinced that how
you approach technology is going to be central to your success in the near future
if you choose to remain in the world of work even once you’ve become a socalled “older worker.”
Your particular techno-disposition is vital in determining whether you will be a
success or not in choosing to avoid retirement. This odd-sounding term from
Viviana Rojas and other researchers trying to understand the digital divide
means a person’s familiarity and comfort levels with digital technology.
Without doubt, there is a digital divide in the United States that separates those
who can succeed readily with digital technology from those who have difficulties
dealing with it. But, in my experience, the best explanation of why there is a
digital divide in our country has to do with the culture of the United States of
American and not with how young or how old someone might be.
Each of us had to learn technology from somewhere because nobody is born
with that knowledge and related skills. Philosopher Pierre Bourdieu identified
what he called cultural capital, or our attitudes, knowledge, skills, education,
and social advantages that helps or hinders us in life. Your success with
technology likely is directly connected both to your techo-disposition and your
individual cultural capital.
So, don’t get all worked up about the fact that you were not born into digital
technology like younger generations were. Every human being must be educated
in the ways to input words into a computerized device. Nobody was born with
that already in their brains, so it apparently is true that we all start with regard to
digital technology with a similarly blank slate, so to speak.

Success Continued
I was approaching the age of 50 as I moved on within Booz Allen Hamilton from
internal communications to provide leadership for the social media external
communications outreach for another segment of the United States military, the
Department of Defense Centers of Excellence for Psychological Health and
Traumatic Brain Injury. I served as one of the technology architects of what was
named “the Real Warriors” campaign. This start-up deployment during May 2009
used three online channels to interact with target audience members—
Facebook, Twitter, and an web-based discussion forum.
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Without my leadership efforts and belief in what was possible for the Department
of Defense to accomplish online, I do not believe this outreach initiative would
have launched successfully. I gave it a solid social media footing that helped
make it successful. However, I was not a young person in a large organization
that had an obvious preference for employees who were in the 20s to 30s and
would accept lower salaries compared to what accomplished workers like me
expected in the Washington, DC workplace.
I brought social media tools that enabled “the Real Warriors” campaign to move
forward and grow beyond modest beginnings in its first year. I often wondered
how the Army brass would have responded to someone very green just fresh out
of college compared to how they took me seriously as an “older worker” whose
hair was grey and whose experience was counted in decades.
I continue to believe in the validity of using digital interactive media for outreach
especially in an environment where trimming federal government expenditures
leads to strategic and tactical changes. The outreach that I led using digital
channels on behalf of the Defense Department was cost-effective especially
since social media efforts often will be far less expensive than traditional public
relations outreach in terms of both dollars and personnel.
I left Booz Allen Hamilton and went on to a leadership role at another
government contracting firm in developing an intranet site within the Justice
Department in Washington, DC. In that work, I drew upon all my previous digital
communications experience and lessons learned, but this work did not receive
the passionate support of leaders with the Justice Department. Those efforts
within the Department of Justice relied upon the use of Microsoft SharePoint and
the intent was to create a contemporary interactive space using an intranet for
use by federal employees working within the Office of Community Oriented
Policing Services (COPS). Federal funding was cut just as the COPS intranet
was moving forward in development towards launch.
In 2012 I was unable to find other federally funding contract work in the National
Capitol Region. That opened my eyes to the changing times I was living through
and I made the difficult decision to leave the Washington, DC area.
I chose instead to live and work in the Mojave Desert where I had previously
lived and worked.
Big Hint: It’s far cheaper to live comfortably in Las Vegas compared to living in
the Washington, DC area or other major American metropolitan areas which
typically are burdened by high costs of living and high state and local taxes.
I was able to apply all my previous experience with both public-facing sites and
intranets when I moved my consulting and coaching into the realm of private
practice in Nevada. One of the first things I did there was to revamp the public19

facing site for the Las Vegas chapter of the International Association of Business
Communicators (IABC).
I ultimately was chosen to serve for in a one-year term as chapter president of
IABC Las Vegas. I went into this gig with hopes of helping that chapter continue
on successfully like it had done since the 1980s. Unfortunately, one IABC
member of that chapter pulled “an inside job” and stole most of our money. The
thief was caught but their crime effectively killed the IABC Las Vegas chapter.
I went on to work in a consulting role for a global financial services network,
MUFG, with international headquarters in Tokyo, Japan. I began a three-year
leadership role (2013 to 2016) in the development, launch, and management of a
web-based tool to reach their company employees—a multi-platform effort that
used both Jive Software and Microsoft SharePoint.
If you’re thinking that the decision to use two different platforms might cause selfinflicted problems for a business, you would be absolutely right. Exactly that
happened throughout MUFG.
I hope you can avoid such problems stemming from multiple platforms within
your organization. That is why I share my perspectives from decades of
employment experience using intranets effectively in this eBook in a section
entitled Collaboration Tools, Technologies & Social Media.

Interactivity
What separates the effective and successful websites today from those that are
neither is one essential trait: Engagingly interactive websites have the
distinct advantage over those websites that either have no interactivity or
low interactivity.
Some people may believe that interactivity is THE ANSWER to everyone’s
promotional and marketing needs when using the internet. In my humble opinion,
such people are overselling the capability.
Here’s my advice to you: If you encounter anyone who tries to sell you services
to enable interactivity on your website, run away from them as though they were
flesh-eating zombies who only want you for the feast that your tasty body will
provide them.

Technology for Today
After you read this eBook, I promise that you will have a unique and far-reaching
perspective on how to succeed with your online presence where others may
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have failed. What makes my professional experience set and the lessons I
learned so potentially valuable to you unique is that I have major media market
experience in using the Web for business minus all the usual awe and overselling
of promises especially about social media technology.
I have chosen to set myself apart as an unusual realist in our current era of overpromising and exaggerations about what can be accomplished with digital
technology and apps. Most importantly, I was born into a world just before there
were computers or the web which can semi-automate one’s life.
This means that I had no technological shortcuts at my fingertips growing up, and
I had to learn how to think about successfully meeting business objectives and
how to write for business without computers or the internet.
In short, I discovered that communicating successfully does not depend at all
upon technology. Successful communication and writing requires knowing how to
use your brain to make the correct choices in how to communicate and write for
your intended audience.
By itself, technology cannot and will not help you succeed in writing and
communicating. Most people born after 1980 do not understand this simple fact
because they have always had communication technology that they can hold in
their hands. They did not see the benefit of learning how to communicate as a
human being in the physical world without the use of any technology at all.
However, the truth is that you will need to deal with digital technology if you
expect to have a presence online. You must learn to embrace the technology if
you expect to succeed with it. If you cannot arrive at a comfort level with digital
technology, you only practical option is going to be to hire someone to guide you
and perhaps even do the necessary work for you.

Seeking Help with Technology
If you consider yourself to be someone who is “all thumbs” when it comes to
creative work like writing, building, and updating a website, then perhaps you’re
not ready to do this work all by yourself. If that is true for you, then perhaps may
need to pay a professional to do the work for you.
I hope that you will not turn that friendly high school student or recent college
graduate who lives nearby who “knows all about websites” because that is the
wrong way to go. Choosing to rely upon that person may end up making your
website look amateurish and could possibly cost you in a very tangible loss of
your credibility online. Do not let this happen to you! It is not worth it.
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2. Web Technology Tools
There are many perfectly acceptable ways to put your website together, get it
online, and then manage its content. I am someone who has spent considerable
energy, time, and my own money dating back to 1996 on the many different ways
that one can build and operate a website. So, I am speaking from a quarter
century of internet experience, and also after having felt the personal pocketbook
impact of earning professional expertise in this craft of website creation,
development, and management.
Over many years I have enjoyed using other software products to build quality
websites. I respect Dreamweaver. I reached a deep admiration for the excellent
web creation and management products produced by Coffee Cup Software. I
happen to prefer using a Mac. Coffee Cup Software started with a strong
emphasis upon using the Windows operating system and that company came
late to the game, so to speak, as far as providing apps for Mac users.
From my many years using ExpressionEngine from Ellis Lab, I came to enjoy
that excellent platform for producing dynamic websites. It’s a top-of-the-line
premium product that carries a licensing fee if you intend to use all of the
features available.
A no-cost alternative (with less features than most other apps for which you have
to pay) to help you with your content management is WordPress. I know and
trust WordPress after decades of putting this platform through punishing tests. (I
think that I was the one who got punished, however. The platform, itself, seems
to have endured with no visible signs of a skirmish over several decades.)
I also have hands-on experience using Google’s Blogger (which I do not
recommend!), Drupal, Mambo, Jive, Joomla, phpBB, MediaWiki, SugarCRM,
Convergence, and Site Build It. Hey, did you ever wonder why apps are given
funny-sounding names? The answer is: Funny names are easier for people to
remember and for marketing departments to publicize!
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Automated Technology
Are there any technology solutions out there that can operate on “autopilot” so
that you don’t have to do any work at all? The answer is a big and loud

“NO!”
There just is no software yet available in our real world capable of “automatically”
bringing you success or wealth online. That kind of thing is a popular fantasy that
is constantly reinforced by people online who try to sell you web-based apps
promising you that you will be rich, rich, rich!
The best that you can hope for is to use what are known as plug-ins and
widgets—built into technology solutions that handle most routine or mundane
operations of your website without your full-time attention.
But despite what you may see or hear online, there genuinely is no get-rich-quick
software that will bestow success upon you with no effort on your part so you can
look forward to just sitting on a beach somewhere working on your tan and your
beer gut. Don’t believe the lies. Don’t spend your good money on systems
promising you that you can generate thousands of dollars a week or whatever.
Believe me when I tell you the truth: There are many liars and cheats out there
who will try to scam you!
In Chapter 7 I cover distributing your proprietary content using “autopilot”
methods, but that’s a very different kind of “autopilot” that deals solely with
distribution. I repeat, you will never find any legitimate “autopilot” way that does
your work for you and all you do is sit back and collect money for nothing.

Power in a Cowboy Song
I wasn’t yet ten years of age when I heard a local radio station in my little
hometown play the Hank Williams song, Your Cheatin’ Heart.
I saw my father get tears in his eyes. Because of a cowboy song! I was taught
that men aren’t supposed to cry.
I kept listening. I concluded that there was POWER available to those who were
on the radio. That motivated me. I wanted in on that. I wanted to be cool like the
guys I heard on the air. I wanted to tap into the power that they had. So, I sought
a career in radio broadcasting.
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And, yeah, I’m talking about what motivated me as I grew up. I longed to work in
professional fields using technology.
But it’s the process and the power that’s so critical to understand if you want to
succeed with your intranet.
If you learn how to blend emotions with technology, then you, too, can access the
power to control and influence attitudes and behaviors of people.
Emotions by themselves won’t do it. Technology alone won’t either.
But you can learn the wisdom of blending emotions with technology. Doing so will
enable you to generate the power to control and influence peoples’ attitudes and
behaviors.
In brief, the way you can accomplish this use of emotions is through storytelling
using your online presence or eBook. Yes, that’s what I said: Storytelling.
More accurately, what I’m referring to is known as journalistic storytelling-nonfiction as compared to fictional storytelling.
To leave journalistic storytelling only to those who work in media industries and
the news business is to make a costly mistake. This eBook is presented using
the kind of storytelling that I endorse--journalistic or fact-based storytelling versus
fiction storytelling.
We each have the exact same access to the power of fact-based storytelling. We
may not all become celebrated and famous authors or actors or poets or
musicians who can make money from the stories that we tell.
But every human being is hard-wired, so to speak, inside their brain to be a
storyteller. Whether you choose to belief this or not will never change the reality
that somewhere deep inside your mind there is a story that empowers your life.
Also true is that as humans, our brains are programmed since our earliest days
to respond emotionally to storytelling about the successes or failures of other
people. You want to tap into that brain programming everyone has if you want to
inject emotions through storytelling into your content on your online presence.

Social Media? Yes, or No?
Elsewhere in this eBook I express my opinion that one cannot get by only using
social media such as Facebook and Twitter. However, this opinion of mine does
not mean that I recommend you avoid using social media channels. Quite the
contrary.
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In addition to having your own web presence and eBook, I recommend that you
should use social media channels to extend and augment that presence.
Specifically, you should be using Facebook on a regular basis.
Why? The main reason is the billion-user size of the Facebook audience. Gaining
access to an audience that large is a smart goal. But the other more significant
reason is how Facebook easily provides ways for people to interact with one
another. Your chief reason for using Facebook should be to drive visitors to your
website who otherwise would never have heard of you or your website. The cost
for this social media outreach will be nothing more than your time and energy.
And, yes, I recommend that you should use Twitter even though it may seem
superficial and frivolous not to mention the sexually-explicit images you can find
there. One of the main reasons why Twitter became so popular is because
Twitter is easy to digest and presents ideas in a short format.

Power from using Social Media Channels
I also want to share with you a personal success that I have had using other
social media channels. In addition to using Facebook, I also used Yelp to attract
the attention of a tax preparation company whose local affiliate had made errors
while preparing my tax documents. All of my attempts to resolve the situation by
contacting the local affiliate led nowhere.
However, as soon as I started using social media channels Facebook and Yelp
to post details of the errors made on my tax document, someone from the
corporate office of the tax preparation company contacted me very quickly! The
outcome was that I received financial compensation as a remedy to the errors
that had been made by the tax preparation consultant. I think you can understand
why I personally will continue to believe in the power of social media channels.
And I urge you to believe in those powers as well and start to take action to make
these powers work for you.

Avoiding Incorrect Usage
Powerful social media channels are easy and can be fun to use, but I want to
warn you not to use these powerful communication tools incorrectly. You can end
up feeling unfulfilled and maybe just a little sad afterwards. This you may
discover for yourself after you wake up at sunrise and realize that you somehow
fell asleep slumped over the keyboard of your computer. Don’t you hate when
that happens?
You should not approach these channels thinking that they can show you the
path to quick riches or other unrealistic and unworthy goals. You will be a wise
person when you accept the truth that such dreams of overnight wealth have
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always accompanied all earlier forms of mass communications media.
Just because social media channels are new does not mean that they are
immune from charlatans and thieves in clever disguises. The online experiences
just might mirror lessons that you should have learned from the experiences that
you had when you were in high school: If you end up following the wrong
people, you won’t get anywhere worth going.

Only for Fun?
One of the first things you will discover when you spend even a few minutes
browsing Facebook or Twitter is their obvious recreational purpose. You will find
users sharing boring personal comments such as how they cannot stand cheese
with their eggs, or the latest unforgivable behaviors of their cat named
Buckminster. And it is normal if you start to feel like screaming out in frustration:
“When am I going to start seeing useful stuff?!”
The primary reason for you to use Facebook and Twitter is to promote yourself
and your website and your digital/paperback publication by generating buzz for
yourself and your domain name that is only possible using social media
channels. There are large, built-in audiences who are using Facebook and
Twitter on a daily basis.
The truth is: In today’s everyday reality created by social media channels, your
website and your organization can tap into their audience. You just need to
tolerate (and learn to get over) what at first blush will seem like mere recreation
aimed at solely at young people who type with their thumbs. A college freshman
may try Twitter to impress his cohorts by sharing adoring opinions about the
latest hip-hop hit. A grad student may suffer the indignities of peer accusations of
friend-whoring on Facebook.
Okay, these may be sarcastic examples. But it may seem true to you that the
internet, iPhones, blogging, wikis, Facebook, and Twitter all seem like
recreational tools for people with a lot of free time on their hands.
I have discovered one unchanging reality that I will share with you as your guide
to finding success with digital and online channels:
No person can thrive today who has resistance to accepting and using new
tools of communication made possible by emerging technology. Even
though the problems, needs, and challenges of any organization are rooted in
issues that predate the internet and personal computers, having any aversion to
new things and new ways will never help you or your organization succeed.
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3. Where to Start
You need to reach clarity in your mind about what you want to accomplish with
your web presence online and your eBook and paperback book. You also need
to know for whom you are presenting your content and why you are presenting it.
From many years of experience, I have discovered that no matter what software
a person may use to make content appear online, what a website or eBook or
paperback book “has to say” and “why” should never be a question for any
visitor.
When you are first starting out conceptualizing your website or eBook or
paperback book, your success will depend on how clear that outcome is in your
mind.
Think of your target audience or potential customers and see through their eyes
what your website “has to say” to them and “why” it says what it says. Put
yourself in the mind of your visitors, or walk a mile in their shoes, or however you
want to phrase it.
Knowing in advance what you want the outcome of your website or eBook to be
definitely will make all the difference in the world how far you will be able to take
your online content.
It is far better to take time before you ever launch anything in the digital realm to
get this aspect done carefully and correctly.
Do not put yourself in the position of needing to make major corrections to your
content after it has appeared online. Having to refocus what you are
communicating because you improperly targeted or adapted your content is
never fun at all. Nor does that help your online reputation.

Naming Your Online Presence Correctly
After you have developed your clear concept about your website’s
communication and outreach purposes and your specific audience, next you
need to make a smart choice of a specific name for your website. This is known
as the domain name for your website.
The main rule you need to know is: You need to select a domain name that
nobody has yet registered. Just don’t believe those who insist that “all the good
domain names are already taken.” That opinion comes from negative people who
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take delight in stealing your hope and dashing your dreams. Stay away from
people like that because they may make your skin itch and your hair fall out.
If you spend appropriate time to use your mind and be clever, you can come up
with the most appropriate and suitable domain name for you.
Choosing your domain name requires some creativity and artistry. The name that
you choose should serve as the brand that you or your organization use in your
marketing and promotion. You can use certain special characters (other than
letters and numerals), but your first aim for choosing a domain name is one that
you and everyone can say aloud to another person, face-to-face and over the
telephone.
Why? You want your domain name to be able to be shared (literally) by word of
mouth. Those easy-to-say-aloud domain names can be among the easiest for
people to remember. Because the whole idea is to get people to remember and
use your domain name, the best choice is one that is easy to say aloud and easy
to remember.
Generally speaking, those famous three W’s that stand for World Wide Web are
optional when it comes to entering in a website’s address and may not be
necessary for reaching most websites online today. You should be able to type
most domain names in any contemporary browser without the three W’s to reach
the website you intended to reach.
But what follows the domain name after the dot is absolutely essential. If you
want to have only one domain name, you definitely want that domain name to
end in the most famous top-level domains—DOT COM or DOT NET.
All of those other dot-whatevers are simply fine, but DOT COM and DOT NET
have been in use for a long time now. They are the best known, and therefore
DOT COM and DOT NET are the two extensions that most people will tend to
think of when thinking of a domain name. People likely will remember a DOT
COM or a DOT NET more readily than any other extensions merely because of
the number of years that DOT COM and DOT NET have been mentioned aloud
and across various media channels.
If you choose to register more than one domain name for your website, you can
register a secondary extension such as DOT TV or DOT US and so on. In some
cases, other extension will cost you more to register compared to the old
favorites like DOT COM and DOT NET will always be.
If you want to brand yourself with Las Vegas, for example, DOT VEGAS is
available at a higher annual registration price than a DOT COM or DOT NET.
This registration pricing disparity may motivate you to think very carefully before
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you pay more for domain name registration than is absolutely necessary for you
to start your outreach and publicity.
Also keep in mind that no matter how clever you are in selecting a name for your
web-based content, getting sufficient visitor traffic is an entirely separate concern
you need to have.

Secured versus Not Secured
In the present day, having a website became slightly more complicated and
potentially more expensive for you to set up thanks to what’s known as HTTP or
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol. In the beginning there was only HTTP but now we
have HTTPS or Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secured.
The secured version is preferred and your website needs HTTPS especially
since all the latest versions of the web browsers flag any website without HTTPS
as being “not secured.” This means that visitors to your website may leave if they
see that web browser “warning” about your site being “not secured.” You do not
want to lose visitors because that can cost you money if you are using your
website to generate revenue.
The easiest solution is to start your website on a web hosting provider that offers
you HTTPS. If your website is already hosted by a provider that does not offer
HTTPS you may want to consider switching your hosting somewhere else where
you can get HTTPS. I will warn you, however, that switching an existing website
from one host to another is never fun to do.

It is Polite to Point
Registering more than one domain name for your website means that you must
“point” your additional domain names to the hosting company server where your
website is.
This “pointing” is quite easy to do from an online control panel provided by the
registrar or hosting company that you use. However, incorrectly pointed domain
names can strand would-be visitors far, far away from your website. So, you will
want to be careful when pointing domain names.
You may also want to consider using what are known as “subdomain” names.
These are instances where the name has more than two dots. Putting in extra
characters, an extra word, and an extra dot can create a unique sounding
domain name that may become top of mind for people. The length or brevity of a
domain name is never going to be as important as a domain name’s uniqueness
or how easy that name is for people to remember.
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“Pointing” can also mean redirecting your visitors to some other website. You
have seen this happening many times. You type in one domain name and
suddenly your browser takes you to some other website.
This is normal. It may seem annoying, yes. However, redirecting traffic from one
website to another serves many legitimate marketing purposes. For example, I
use a DOT VEGAS domain extension for a website that redirects to a DOT COM
site. Doing that allows me to use DOT VEGAS while appealing to the Las Vegas
market but use DOT COM for everyone else who is not in Las Vegas.

Finding a Home for Your Website
You will need to pay for storage space on somebody’s server so that your
website can appear online. Your website needs a place where it can go.
Although a website may be born on your personal computer, since you want your
website to become available worldwide, you need to upload your website to
somebody’s server that is viewable to everyone who uses the internet.
Even though it is technically possible for the entire world to connect via the
internet to your personal computer to see your website, this is not really a
sensible idea for you. When anyone can use the internet to connect directly to
your personal computer, this creates the most serious security risk for your
personal computer hardware and all your personal data that is stored there.
You’ve heard this before: “Do not try this at home!” Turn to those who can make
your website available to the world without posing any security risk to your
personal computer. The selling of server space is a business known as website
hosting. Today there are many companies around the world that make money by
selling website hosting services.

It’s a Jungle Out There
I personally have survived several really negative experiences with website
hosting companies since I first started producing websites in 1996. I have had
one or two happy experiences. Sad, but true. I am much wiser now, however.
All that I have learned about hosting companies comes from difficult lessons
stemming from trial and error. I lost money. I lost irreplaceable files. Note the
word in those two sentences: LOST.
Please take what I am saying to you seriously: It truly is a jungle out there when it
comes to dealing with many website hosting companies! I have learned that far
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too many hosting companies do not really care about customer satisfaction or
providing excellent service. Why oh why are so many hosting companies taking
advantage of people? Because they can. It really is that simple.
You need to become very picky and watch out so that you can avoid being taken
advantage of by hosting companies. Since most people like you are not technical
experts in website creation and hosting, it is not that difficult for someone who is
savvier than you in the technology context to pull the wool over your eyes.
Hosting companies need only start to confuse by throwing a lot of technical
jargon at you to make you believe that website hosting is complex and difficult to
understand like nuclear power generating facilities or aircraft carriers or space
exploration vehicles.
In truth, reduced down to the simplest terms, website hosting is not that complex
nor is it difficult for everyday people to understand. A website requires files and
software applications (apps) that reside on servers (computer hardware)
connected to the internet.
Companies sell space on their servers to host files and the necessary apps to
make websites appear online to the world. Companies also sell bandwidth, which
is the name of the physical capacity to have multiple website visitors access files
and apps on the company’s servers.
Put simply, the two most essential elements that drive the business of website
hosting are server space and bandwidth. How much server space and bandwidth
you need or want for your website rightfully should determine how much you
should pay for hosting.

No Such Thing as Free
You probably have heard of what is known as free hosting. This is a phrase that
seems to be a positive thing, right? Free is good. So, getting free website hosting
must be good, too, right? Absolutely not!
Free website hosting is an incredible risk for a quite simple reason. The
providers of the free hosting can easily shut off your website any time that
they wish.
After all, if you haven’t paid anything to the providers of the free website hosting,
do you really except to get something for nothing?
No matter what else you may have read or heard about the desirability of free
hosting, my advice to you is this: Never, ever go for free website hosting. Never
do it.
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There is also no such thing as getting someone to build your website for
free and also be able to provide you webmaster support for free.
It is incredibly insulting and disrespectful to ask anyone to do any web work for
you for free. Just don’t ask anyone to do your work for free. Period.
Also, don’t promise to pay them in the future for work that you want done in the
present. That is totally deceptive and dishonest. Quite simply, you are a thief if
you promise someone to pay them in the future for work that you want done in
the present. You will lose friends if you choose this behavior for yourself.

The Transaction
When you spend money to acquire (rent) space and bandwidth from a website
hosting company, the relationship that you are establishing is a transaction. You
are paying them money for their services and in return, you get something from
them. This essential transaction is more important to you than to them. You need
them. You are entrusting them with valuable intellectual property—your ideas,
your creations, your website files. Hopefully, because they want to stay in
business, they will learn to treat you with respect and offer you excellent
customer service.
They can always replace you with some other customer. But you need them
more than they need you because of the high value that your intellectual property
has to you, personally.
If you do not get what you want from them, your only recourse is to move your
website to some other hosting company. But, let me tell you: Moving a website
from one website hosting company to another is not at all easy and can cost you
money that you need not spend. To be honest with you, moving a website can be
time-consuming and usually very frustrating.

How to Choose
I hope that you will accept what I am telling you: It is important that you choose a
hosting company very deliberately and carefully. Based on the hard lessons I
have learned from the losses that I have experienced, let me help you to choose
by showing you what you want to avoid in any hosting company.
The total price that you pay to a hosting company should NOT be what motivates
you to choose a particular host for your website. You should think of the total
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price that you pay for hosting as only one element of the total mix of what you’re
getting yourself into when you purchase web hosting.
The pricing of web hosting today is extremely competitive because just within the
United States alone there are so many hosting companies. Where you find the
best deals for your money will be in the specific kinds of packages that the
website hosting company offers you. You want to have high expectations when it
comes to how you shop for web hosting package deals.

One Click
You definitely want to stay away from hosting companies that restrict you in the
sense of what you will be able to do once you are a customer of theirs. For
example, a hosting company may offer you the very desirable “one-click
installation” of software to run your website. This is literally a service that installs
all that you need (such as WordPress) with the click of just one button within the
hosting company’s control panel once you are their customer. This one-click
install is a hot feature that became one the best practices in the website hosting
business.
If the hosting company offers you this one-click install but then charges you an
additional monthly fee for what you set up, then it suddenly becomes a deal that
you should probably walk away from. Hosting companies may offer the one-click
install, charge you a month usage fee, and then restrict you from using FTP (File
Transfer Protocol) to upload to and/or download from your website hosting
account.
I am not making this example up. This actually happens in today’s marketplace.
Be very wary if you come across any hosting company (no matter how famous
they may be) that puts these kind of restrictions upon you—charging you for
using anybody’s software on a monthly basis and limiting you from using FTP.
You don’t need to know what FTP is, but you do need to ask specifically for FTP
to be provided to you at no extra charge by your chosen hosting company.
I think that it is unfortunate when hosting companies can and do take advantage
of the fact that most people do not really understand the technical issues
involved in creating, launching, and maintaining a website. Rather than making it
easier on you as their customer (what a radical concept!), some hosting
companies over complicate matters by restricting you this way or that way from
what you should rightfully be getting when you pay for a hosting account.
You better shop around. Like the old rock and roll song from the past says.
That is what you must be prepared to do. And shopping around will take up your
valuable time.
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If you find a hosting company whose pricing and packages nickel and dimes you
for every single feature that you want to have, or if they try to up-sell you to more
expensive packages or add-ons that you really do not need, these things may be
a clear signal for you to take your business elsewhere as quickly as you can.
If you decide to select a hosting company because you want to deal with a
business specifically that is located in the or state where you happen to live, that
may not be the wisest way to go. Sometimes, the smaller, locally owned and
operated hosting companies can end up providing you with lesser customer
service than national website hosting companies.

Be Wary of Hosting Company Censorship
A hosting company’s willingness to allow you to be their customer may hinge on
your intended use of your website.
If you plan to set up a website to release top-secret government files, for
instance, you will motivate the hosting company to consider turning you in to law
enforcement as quickly as possible. Google keywords Julian Assange and/or
Edward Snowden if you want to learn more about censorship.
Less radical examples include having a website that offers hundreds of videos or
other downloadable content. These kinds of sites usually do not sit well with a
website hosting company because of the high bandwidth necessary for website
visitors to download or play back large files online.
Sometimes, a website hosting company might even turn you down as a customer
because your intended content is not approved by—or is not in alignment with—
the beliefs and values of the company owners or operators. Hosting companies
may choose to refuse to host your website based on the particular religion of the
company owners or executives.
Are you having fun yet?
I urge you to keep your eyes wide open when you consider your choices in
hosting companies. The process of choosing should go smoothly. But be mindful
that what you intend to do with your website may invite scrutiny upon you. And
scrutiny can never be fun, no matter how pure and innocent you may actually be.
The use of the internet can be filled with intrigue and risk because, over the
years, some users have caused a lot of trouble online for individuals,
organizations, and governments.
You can have a trouble-free experience when you set up your website hosting
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account if you start with solid knowledge about the best practices and behaviors
that I have explained here that often are not on most people’s radar.

Celebrate Yourself and Your Website
After all the work of getting a website up and running, you deserve to celebrate
your accomplishment, your dedication, and your new website! You can celebrate
with an adult beverage if that suits you. I, for instance, would select a frosty cold
bottle of my favorite beer, Negra Modelo from Mexico.
Your tastes may differ, but you NEED to celebrate somehow, some way. Your
celebration should involve telling your family and friends about your new website
and passing along the URL.
By the way, those three letters, URL, are not intended to be pronounced like a
man who is named Earl. No way. Pronouncing it as if it is a man’s name may
create the impression that you are uninformed about contemporary technology.
Those letters stand for Uniform Resource Locator. Just do not let anyone hear
you refer to Earl when you really mean to say those three letters, U-R-L. Say it
with me now, everybody: YOU ARE ELL. Now, let’s sing it together loud and
strong like we mean it: You are ell and I am ell and we are ell together!!
Spreading the word about your new website often will require you to pay money
for advertising in other media beyond the internet. You should shop around for
advertising opportunities in your local area and be prepared to invest a few
hundred dollars at a minimum just to jump into such promotional advertising for
the very first time.
Paying for advertising is not an unusual practice. Nor is it an outmoded or ancient
practice no longer necessary in our contemporary society.
Don’t believe anyone who assures you that all you need is to set up a website
and all your marketing will be automatically done for you. They are not telling you
the truth.
You also need search engine optimization (SEO), which somebody probably truly
angry chose the name for. This is, however, an overly complicated phrase.
The basic meaning is you need to work to keep your site’s content easily
searchable online. This can begin as simply as by adding descriptions and
search keywords or tags throughout your site.
As I mention elsewhere in this eBook, yes, you should go on Facebook and
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Twitter to celebrate yourself and your website. If you choose not to pay for
advertising in other media beyond the internet, your no-cost alternative is to go
on Facebook and Twitter and spread the good word over those social media
channels. You will not necessarily reach a huge audience that way, however.
Keep in mind that posting something ONCE on Facebook and Twitter is not
going to make you famous or rich. You need to accept that you must spend time
posting on Facebook and Twitter consistently and regularly if you expect to
derive any benefits at all of using social media channels for your outreach.

Venturing Out into Your Self-Created Reality
Well, that’s a trippy headline, is it?
What I’m trying to convey here is this: You are in charge of your reality.
You control it.
There are no external forces that are more powerful to help you succeed than
what you’ve got between your ears.
Believe as you will in authority figures (flesh-and-blood humans or divine beings.)
But none of them is capable in our physical world of helping you as much as you
can help you.
Time to accept the truth that you can always get what you want once you learn
how to focus your mind to help you rather than hurt you.
For further reading on this subject, you may want to read my book entitled Mind
Voice: All You Need to Start Using Your Mental Powers. This is available free for
downloading from my website.
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4. Web Shortcuts
This chapter gives you all the step-by-step instructions I have for you to get your
own website on the internet.
Others may disagree with my recommendations. But I make these specific
recommendations to you based upon my experiences dating back to 1996 in
website development—building, design, writing/editing, repairing, launching, and
marketing of websites.

Paying for Your Website
The first step is you must start off with a credit card or debit card with sufficient
funds available that also is connected to a reputable financial institution. Never
use prepaid cards for this or attempt to use funds drawn directly from a savings
or checking account.

Which Company Should You Trust?
The second step is to choose a website hosting company. I enthusiastically
endorse and recommend Automattic located in San Francisco to be the company
you should trust to fulfill all you need when it comes to having a website for
business. American entrepreneur Matt Mullenweg is the man behind this
amazing corporation. Yes, he is someone who has reached his mid-thirties. The
website platform WordPress is perhaps the most famous of his corporation’s
products/services that are available today.

Pricing
Next you must make a choice as to an appropriate pricing level based upon your
individual website needs. Think ahead to the near future when you envision your
website so that you do not start off without capabilities that may limit what you
can accomplish next year or beyond.
This means that the specific level of WordPress that enables you to have the
priceless capability to upload themes (how your site looks and feels) and
plugins (how your site works) is the level that you will want to select.
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Capabilities
At their business level of pricing WordPress provides you with all the capabilities
you will need today and into the foreseeable future. This means having HTTPS.
This also means providing you with the registration for one custom domain name
that you need to choose. Video capability also can be a crucial element for your
website and that comes with the business level pricing at WordPress.
With the capability for you to upload and use plugins inside the WordPress
platform, you can feel confident that the many new ways for websites to work in
the future likely will become available to your WordPress site. Not all plugins
are free. That’s going to mean a possible added cost for you to consider as you
move forward. However, keep in mind that there is no website hosting company
anywhere today that can guarantee you free and unlimited upgrades to all new
website capabilities into the future.

Getting Started
Once you become a paying customer of WordPress you are going to find a very
welcoming environment. Everything is written and presented on the WordPress
how-to screens in a very user-friendly and easy-to-understand way.
There is also high-quality technical support provided by people who know what
they are doing and who will help you get done what you want and need to get
done even if you may have little or no experience with setting up a website for
business.
You will never feel on your own out there once you get your website started with
WordPress.

How You Use Your Website
There are countless ways to make good use of a website for business purposes.
For that reason, I cannot give you step-by-step instructions about what exactly
you should do.
I am convinced, however, that you can turn to the support team at WordPress to
ask questions you may have about accomplishing what you intend on your
business website.
Personal uses of a website bring a whole different set of standards, however. I
encourage you to be mindful of using your website on WordPress for the
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purposes that you intend and not to mix personal and business together on the
same site. Mixing personal and business content may cause your business
reputation and your brand to become diminished.

Reputation
The reputation that you convey with your WordPress website is a priceless asset
that you own. Yes, you are online to generate revenue. But your reputation as
conveyed with your WordPress website can impact upon your success or failure
to generate revenue. My advice to you is protect your good reputation first and
foremost.

How to Organize your Website
The user experience (abbreviated as UX) is so important to your reputation and
how your website visitors perceive of you and your website. While the UX
standards keep changing, if you visit this explanation you will get up-to-date
guidance on how exactly you should organize your website.

The Meaning You Convey
Let me offer specific guidance about what I consider to be essential in the
meaning that you convey with your WordPress website.
There are five dimensions that you need to keep in mind each time you put new
content up on your WordPress website. You can use these five dimensions to
generate important questions that you need to ask yourself just before you post
new content:

(1) Situation
I want to reach the website visitor why…
I am posting new content because…
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(2) Audience
I am writing this for whom…
I want the website visitor to do what…
I expect the website visitor will already know…
I want the website visitor to respond how…
I expect the website visitor actually will respond how…
I want the website visitor to use this for what…
(3) Message
I want the website visitor to remember this one thing…
I want to have this specific outcome…
(4) Method
I want to reach the website visitor how and where…
I want this to go out where and when…

(5) Evaluation
I intend to measure the impact by…
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5. Publishing on Amazon
I want to turn next to what’s frequently thought of as a “mysterious” part of having
a web presence—direct publishing online.
The electronic book (eBook) format has changed the world of publishing forever.
While there are several corporations that can bring your eBook to your intended
target audience, Amazon dominates the market.
Because of my personal experience with Amazon and with others who also
distribute eBooks, I see no reason at all for you to consider any other company
than Amazon for getting your eBook out there to your audience.
After your eBook is direct published online by Amazon, your target audience can
choose to use an Apple iPad or any other hardware device or cloud reader that
enables one to download and read eBooks regardless of where the eBook were
purchased or downloaded.

Your Target Audience
Identifying your target audience very clearly and very specifically is the most
important first step for you to publish the eBook format. Before you ever start
writing, you need to know for whom you are writing. In other words, you want to
narrow everything down and arrive at a point where you can start focusing the
content of your eBook.
You might expect me to say, “Go ahead and write a book!” But, no, that is not the
first step you need to take.
The absolute first thing you need is to reach clarity in your mind about what you
want to accomplish with your eBook and for whom you are presenting your
content online through Amazon.
From many years of experience, I have discovered one important fact: No matter
what the software a person is using to make content appear online, what a
person “has to say” online in an eBook should never be a question for any visitor.
When you are first starting out conceptualizing your eBook, your success will
depend on how clear that outcome is in your mind.
Think of your target audience or potential customers and see through their eyes
what your eBook “has to say” to them. Put yourself in the mind of your visitors, or
walk a mile in their shoes, or however you want to phrase it.
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Knowing in advance what you want the outcome of your eBook to be definitely
will make all the difference in the world how far you will be able to take your
online content. It is far better to take time before you ever release your eBook
and paperback through Amazon to get this aspect done carefully and correctly.
Do not put yourself in the position of needing to make major corrections to your
eBook content after it has appeared for sale online. Having to correct and/or
refocus what you are communicating because you improperly targeted or
adapted your content is not difficult, but it’s never fun, either.

Old-School vs. Direct Publishing
The first and traditional, old-school way of publishing dating back decades into
the past involved five distinct steps:
(1) Research and write something that other people agree with you will
sell to the public.
(2) Find a literary agent who will agree to represent you as a writer.
(3) Authorize your literary agent to begin the lengthy process of finding
you a publisher and negotiate a deal with that publisher.
(4) If a publisher accepts what your agent has proposed, eventually you
get paid and your agent gets paid by the publisher.
(5) The publisher produces your work to be sold as a traditional hardcover
or paperback book and also with an eBook version and you get additional
money if sales are strong.
That was then. This is now. Not everybody can or should follow that old school,
five-step model.
Changes to society and technology in the 21st century have disrupted that older
business model. If you direct-publish an eBook and a paperback companion
book through Amazon, the process involves only three steps:
(1) Research and write something that you think will sell to the public.
(2) Produce eBook and paperback documents (two different things) for
direction publication and worldwide sales using Amazon.
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(3) Market and promote online what you’ve written to stimulate sales.
The main benefit of the newer model is that you do not need to get others to
agree with you that what you write is worthy or will sell to the public. You avoid
having a literary agent or a brick-and-mortar publishing company who both will
siphon money from you and from your writing.
When you direct-publish online, you are choosing to be an independent. You are
choosing to go it alone without other people who do nothing else but make
money off of you and your work.
Anyone who tells you that direct publishing is undignified or
unprofessional is just handing you bullshit. That is the blunt reality today
expressed as clearly and as directly as possible.
Ignore people who disparage direct publishing (also called self-publishing)
because their opinions largely are irrelevant to you and to the present day. Such
opinions against this new form of publishing rightfully belong to the 19th and 20th
centuries.
Let people who choose to live in the past do so. You do not need them hanging
around killing your dreams. You do not have to believe what they believe.
My suggestion is for you to avoid interacting with them. Allow them to continue
being grumpy and retaining old-fashioned thinking, but you will have a much
happier life if you just steer clear of them and choose to live in the present.

Paperback Books
In the real world, many people want to own paperback books and enjoy the
experience of holding a paperback book in their hands while reading it. Amazon
offers a service in which your eBook can also be released in print. This gives you
the benefits of having a paperback book created within the Amazon platform to
sell worldwide without having to go through the frustrations and limitations of oldschool publishing.

Research and Writing
Unless you are directly and personally familiar with a subject, you will need to
conduct research if you expect to write in a book-length format. You may need to
conduct research even if the subject is something with which you are intimately
familiar. That’s just how life works in the real world.
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Research is divided into two categories—primary (interviewing people directly via
email, letters, phone, or in person) and secondary (reading what others have
written about a subject.) Primary research is better than secondary research.
This is because primary research affords you, the writer, a control over the
intellectual property. Primary research also can bring you higher credibility as an
author especially if few others have tackled the topic like you are doing.
Your research process can take several months or even years. Writing can also
take months or years. Don’t believe those who tell you that producing an eBook
and paperback book version through Amazon is a quick and easy thing to do.
They are not telling you the truth.
Some people may choose to pay for the professional services of an editor or a
ghostwriter. This is a quite common business practice today especially with
celebrities, but editorial or ghostwriting services typically are awfully expensive
due to the specialized nature of this work and how time-consuming it is.
Even if you write every word on your own, you should pay a professional to read
and review your work for proofreading and for getting rid of grammar and word
usage errors that are extremely easy for authors to miss. This kind of technical
editing does not change what you have written; it leads to modifications of your
writing with the goal of making your writing free of human errors.
Of course, you should avoid getting involved with any editor who wants to make
major changes to your work, however. You have the right to keep your content
the way you want it. Editorial guidance is always needed to correct technical
errors that an author tends to miss, but you as an author don’t want to select
anyone who attempts to change in any substantive way what your chosen tone of
voice is or what specifically you have to say in your writing.

Preparing Your Document
Even if you started writing with pen and paper, eventually you will need to use a
word processor to prepare your document so that it is ready for distribution
through Amazon. You can skip this step if you pay someone to prepare your
document for you using an app.
Once you have a Word document (whether you use Microsoft apps to create it)
the file extension will be dot doc or dot docx. Only when you have this file type
are you ready to move forward with getting your writing out to the world using
Amazon.
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An Amazon Account
If you are not already using Amazon to buy products online, you will need to set
up an account with them. This step cannot be avoided. Amazon will only agree to
sell your eBook and paperback book if you are an account holder with them. You
get paid directly by Amazon to your financial institution. No paper checks are
ever used by Amazon for paying authors.

Uploading to Amazon
If you have limited experience with completing online forms, you may find the
process annoying when you upload your eBook document and your paperback
document (two separate things) for sale on Amazon. The registration process to
activate your publishing on Amazon involves several steps in sequence. You
never deal with a person through all this. The process is 100% digital and online.
You can use a pen name or pseudonym when writing or publishing anything
nowadays. But Amazon needs your full legal name and a valid financial
institution account using that same name if you expect to get paid for your eBook
and paperback book sales. The legal requirement also is for you to give the legal
address to Amazon that is connected to the account at the financial institution.
A valid, working email address is essential when you register for an Amazon
account—whether as a customer or an author. If you use a made-up email
address that you think will stop spam from reaching your inbox, you will never be
able to complete the Amazon registration process.
Amazon also requires a valid ship-to or mail-to address because their business
model involves sending physical products packaged within cardboard boxes to
people. If you want to preserve your privacy and do not want to use your
residential address, you can rent a private mailbox for your Amazon account
ship-to or mail-to address at the nearest UPS Store to where you live or work.
The uploading and supplying all the necessary information happens at
Amazon’s Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP) website:

https://kdp.amazon.com
You will need to provide this and other information to Amazon using the KDP
website:
•

Language used in the book
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Book title
Author’s name and the names of any contributors (such as a co-author or
illustrator)
Description of the book
Whether you own the publishing rights or not
Keywords (up to a total of 7)
Categories for the book (up to a total of 2)

You should type up all that information in advance and keep it ready to go as a
Word document.
For best results, you should always use whatever document type is
recommended by the KDP website. You can convert from Word documents
easily using a variety of apps available online today.
The KDP website also provides you with help creating the cover for your eBook.
This is an easy-to-use app that is built into the KDP website.
At the KDP website you will need to choose whether you want your eBook to be
available worldwide. You also must select a royalty percentage plan and provide
the list price for your eBook. Setting the list price is not complicated. Just be sure
you have reviewed what other authors’ list prices are on Amazon so you don’t
stand out with something that is either too high or too low in price.
Other choices while you are at the KDP website include marketing through Kindle
Matchbook (full details are provided at the KDP website) and whether you
approve of book lending (also explained at the KDP website.)
When you have completed entering all that information and made your choices at
the KDP website, you click on the “Publish Your Kindle eBook” button. This is a
wonderfully exciting moment no matter how many times you have done this
before.
After you have clicked the button, Amazon does behind-the-scenes work while
you stare at the screen. You just sit back and wait for all that to be completed.
You will get an on-screen notification if anything requires your attention.
When your eBook begins being processed for distribution on Amazon, you will be
given the on-screen option to upload a paperback book version of your
manuscript.
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Basic Marketing
Once your eBook and paperback book version have been uploaded, approved,
and available for sale around the world on Amazon, congratulations! You will
receive email notification. This is another of those exciting moments as an
author.
Now, the hard work begins. You think I’m kidding, but I’m not. Getting sufficient
visitor traffic to visit Amazon and become aware of what you have written is not
easy to pull off.
As an author of a direct-published book that is on Amazon in eBook and
paperback formats for the world to see, nobody will know about it unless you do
some basic marketing to promote yourself and your work.
You may believe that who you are and what you have written is worthy of
worldwide acclaim. But the painful reality is that merely uploading manuscripts
through the KDP website is only the beginning of the process of being a
successful author whose works are available on Amazon.
If you prepare press releases or news releases and send them out (even
electronically) to traditional media outlets as part of your basic marketing, you
should get ready for rejection. The old-school method of attempting to get media
coverage through press releases or news releases is fading fast from relevance.
You should, however, be prepared to give away free copies of your eBook and/or
paperback book to those whom you believe can help you get additional publicity
for yourself and your work. You also should ask people to write reviews of your
eBook and paperback book on Amazon and on other websites where eBooks are
talked about by people who love to read.
That is not the end of your basic marketing. In an earlier section of this eBook, I
told you about having your own website and using social media channels.
Everything that I presented about websites and social media also applies to your
basic marketing of your eBook and paperback book online.
If you intend to succeed with basic marketing of your eBook and paperback book,
you must have a website with a domain name that aligns perfectly with your
book’s title. You also must use social media to create buzz about yourself and
what you wrote. There is absolutely no way to skip this basic marketing step and,
yes, you will need to write down (or type out) a marketing plan in advance before
you start to take any action whatsoever to promote yourself and your writing.
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Advanced Marketing
While you are doing basic marketing for your eBook and paperback, you can
optionally get into what I will refer to as advanced marketing—direct, personal
involvement at public events and/or media opportunities.
After I completed producing an eBook for a Hollywood celebrity couple, I was
pleased that they entered into advanced marketing without any prompting from
me. They appeared on radio and television interviews in Los Angeles to promote
themselves and their eBook.
Not everyone can attract media attention on radio and television (especially in
major markets), however, so this kind of advanced marketing may not be within
reach for you. However, just about anyone can appear at public events to speak
about themselves and their eBook and paperback; it takes research into what are
appropriate venues for you and your eBook and paperback, personal
determination, and incredible physical and emotional stamina to follow through
with these kinds of demanding personal appearances that can help your name
and your eBook and paperback get to top of mind for your target audience.

Is All This Easy?
Is publishing an eBook and paperback an easy process?
The honest answer is NO.
Will releasing an eBook and paperback guarantee that you will attract sufficient
visitor traffic and then make lots of money?
The honest answer is NO.
You may be asking yourself this question: “What reasons do I have to write and
produce an eBook and paperback if it is not easy and will not guarantee that I
make money?”
Having an eBook available online and a paperback available for shipping to
readers will bring you a sort of immortality.
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Unless the internet is destroyed, you name and your eBook and paperback likely
will remain on Amazon for centuries on someone’s memory storage system
somewhere near where human beings live and work on our home planet or
elsewhere. So it is you get the opportunity to achieve a presence that transcends
your own lifetime.

Start Your Journey
Now that you have had the opportunity to learn about some of the many life
lessons that I report here in this eBook, the time is right for you to start your own
journey.
I wish you strong success across a variety of channels in the digital realm to
persuade people to buy your ideas, goods, or services.
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6. Collaboration Tools,
Technologies, and Social Media
In this chapter I present an updated version of a professional presentation that I
wrote and delivered in Las Vegas. The technology has changed since I gave this
presentation, but the knowledge that can help you navigate the confusing world
of employee communications intranets has not changed.

December 10, 2015 Presentation
Advanced Learning Institute (ALI)
Intranets for Internal Communications Conference
The Westin Las Vegas Hotel
160 East Flamingo Road, Las Vegas, Nevada
(All slides with speaker’s manuscript)
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Thank you for choosing to attend this conference today here in Las Vegas.
I believe you will find that this particular session is very much worth your attention
and time today.
I have built in time for questions from you today, so jot down what’s on your mind
and you’ll be able to share them during our Q & A.
Today I’m going to share with you some lessons learned that nobody else could.
I promise you a unique perspective.
This is all about TRANSFORMING your workplace if you have a MULTIGENERATIONAL CULTURE. And you want to use YOUR EXISTING INTRANET
– as compared to buying a new intranet capability.
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I am WOODY GOULART. I’m a local resident of the city of Las Vegas, Nevada.
My professional experience spans several major media markets in the United
States: San Francisco – Washington, DC – Boston – Los Angeles.
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If we were watching a DVD right now, we would see certain text appear before
the content starts.
I have a spoken word version for you.
The opinions expressed here today on the subject of using intranets for
internal communication are those of myself and do not necessarily reflect
official policies or positions of any particular organization for whom I
previously worked.
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Using intranets for internal communication requires a level of knowledge that
you must have about two things – technology and software applications.
Keep these two things separate. Because they are.
Here you see examples of technology. Physical, mechanical, electronic stuff.
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Apps, on the other hand, are separate from technology.
Each of these examples on the screen of generic apps requires some sort of
technology.
Therefore, we can conclude correctly that software applications are ENABLED
BY technology.
I’m here to tell you: What you may choose to do on your intranet for your internal
communications has more to do with how you use apps than how you use
technology.
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When I was young, I became aware of a mysterious, undeniable power.
I wasn’t yet 10 years of age when I heard a local radio station in my little
hometown play the Hank Williams song, Your Cheatin’ Heart.
A deeply emotional song recorded in Nashville. It was distributed using radio and
recording industry technology of that era. It immortalized a young singer –
songwriter who had died at the age of 29. And it changed country music forever.
Enormously powerful.
I saw how this song – on the radio – somehow – made – grownups – CRY. I saw
my father cry. Men aren’t supposed to cry. I wondered: What was going on here?
I kept listening. I concluded that there was POWER available to those who were
on the radio. That motivated me. I wanted in on that. So, I sought a career in
radio broadcasting.
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And, yeah, I’m talking about what motivated ME as I grew up. I was attracted to
working with technology.
But it’s the PROCESS and the POWER that’s so critical to understand this
morning while you are with me here in Las Vegas.
If YOU learn how to blend emotions with technology, then you, too, can learn
how to control and influence attitudes and behaviors of people.
Emotions by themselves won’t do it. Technology alone won’t either.
But – Learn how to blend emotions with technology successfully. And you can
generate the power to control and influence peoples’ attitudes and behaviors.
In brief, the way you can accomplish this use of emotions is through storytelling
on your intranet.
Yes, that’s what I said: Storytelling.
To leave storytelling only to those who work in show business is to make a costly
mistake.
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We each have the exact same access to the power of storytelling. We may not all
become celebrated and famous authors or actors or poets or musicians who can
make money from the stories that we tell.
But every human being is hard-wired, so to speak, inside their brain to relate well
to storytelling.
Whether you choose to belief this or not will never change the reality that
somewhere deep inside your mind there is a story that empowers your life.
Also true is that as humans, our brains are programmed since our earliest days
to respond emotionally to storytelling. That is what you want to tap into if you
want to inject emotions into your content on your intranet.
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We’re focused upon intranets for internal communication here today.
So, I will raise a fair question –
Why do you need to have an intranet at all.
What’s the point? Is it all worth it?
My experience at vastly different organizations over a span of some two decades
has taught me that leaders within organizations are seeking the power to control
and influence the attitudes and behaviors of people in their workplace.
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Your boss and maybe even your co-workers will ask you:
Why did you go to Las Vegas to learn about intranets for internal
communications?
I have your answer. Right now:
Woody Goulart in Las Vegas is telling you to select social business apps to grab
onto the power to influence and possibly control your employees’ attitudes and
behaviors using storytelling. That’s the big take-away from today.
The “HOW DO YOU SELECT” part of the question is vital if you really want to
deploy storytelling strategies and tactics over your intranet.
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What do you think will happen? Well, we all have high expectations.
Does it matter what particular company you choose to get social business apps
for your intranet?
A hush falls upon the room. The vendors here have started listening up to hear
whether I mention their company by name.
What matters most is this:
Embrace the expectation that social business apps can be used by content
creators in your workplace to convey official organizational messaging using
storytelling strategies and tactics to create a positive emotional impact.
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You should expect three things in return for all you hard work:
Stress points, barriers to success, and roadblocks.
Listed alphabetically they are:
•
•
•
•

Budgetary issues
Competing platforms
Hierarchies of power
Office politics.
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Leaders.
Those people who are in the organizational hierarchy. Those who have some
designated authority to affect policy and procedures in the organization. The
“ones who are in charge.”
Influencers.
Although they may not have designated authority, influencers are critical to factor
it. Influencers are those who in some way affect and possibly control your
employees’ attitudes and behaviors. Just because someone is NOT a designated
authority is never a reason to perceive that they lack the ability to be an
influencer.
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When do your organization’s leaders expect you to start conveying official
organizational messaging with positive emotional impact?
Next year?
Three years from now?
Are you receiving pressure for your boss to come up with “the next answer” for
your organization’s leaders?
In my experience, social business apps can become essential tools for success
by leaders of an organization.
Without social business apps in your workplace, you’ve going to have to lower
your expectations. You’re going to have to embrace one-way, top-down
communication as “normal”. I believe strongly that one-way, top-down
communication to employees is the wrong path.
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Content creation in your organization that results in positive emotional
impact for official messaging using fact-based storytelling strategies and
tactics. That one aspect is the top accomplishment to aim for. That is the main
conclusion I’m offering you today.
You must employ people who can provide effective strategies and smart tactics
to guide and drive the content creation on your intranet.
You must employ people who can create content based upon those strategies
and tactics. This involves storytelling – not just drab corporate communications
messaging. Storytelling over your intranet will ensure and maximize emotional
impact.
You must make wise choices of the available social business apps that can
deliver the content that’s going to result in positive emotional impact for your
organizational messaging.
Do you want your social business apps to enable employee commenting? Well, if
your answer is NO, then don’t spend the money on social business apps that
promote and encourage transparent and free-flowing commenting by employees.
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Do you want comments from employees to leaders? If you answer NO, again –
don’t spend the money on social business apps that will enable such upward
communication in your organization.
Do you want your intranet to attempt to change the culture of your organization
from what was during the 20th century to what is today in the 21st?
Social business apps can stimulate that culture change. But you need to WANT
that culture change.
I will add quickly that you need to WANT that culture changer VERY MUCH.
You will NOT be able to turn back time to what was – the 20th century – after you
have embraced the social business apps of the 21st.

---------

7. “Autopilot” Distribution
If you are a life coach, business coach, trainer, mentor, online instructor, or digital
content marketer, you should be using semiautomated distribution methods.
Much of what was considered acceptable back during the 20th century (such as
repeating anew your presentations with each new client) should be left in that
century where it belongs. You may be surprised at the money, time, and
resources you can save while still being effective when you use such “autopilot”
methods as I describe here in this chapter. I admit that “autopilot” is not the most
accurate word to use here, but it is two syllables compared to the phrase
“semiautomated distribution.”
You can achieve positive outcomes if you switch your focus today and shift your
business presentations to a semiautomated distribution to bring about a stronger
financial return on your investment following all your hard work creating content
as a coach, consultant, trainer, mentor, or digital marketer. Why continue to use
up your precious time repeating and repeating again your presentations in real
time with every new client?
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Do Not Ruin Your Return on Investment
Doing all or most of your presentations in real time, repeating your material again
and again and again anew like you’re doing now may just ruin your return on
investment. My strong opinion (from personal and professional experience) is
that kind of acceptable practice of repeating material anew for each new clients
belongs in the previous century.
Playback of your prerecorded (audio + video content) is controlled by your
customer or client at a time convenient for them is the way for you to go if you
want to share your content. In turn, these “autopilot” strategies and tactics I will
teach you save you time, money, resources since you do not have to repeat over
and over and over anew your business presentations each time you reach out to
new customers or clients.
This is not pie-in-the-sky thinking or theoretical or wishful thinking. This is real
life. This is real business.
This chapter is an introduction to autopilot or semiautomated distribution (also
called internet streaming) that I prepared as a professional who has direct,
hands-on experience with all of this.

Outcomes
These outcomes can be realized with a semiautomated approach to your content
delivery compared to repeating your material anew each time you get a new
client.
1–You will stand out from your competition.
2–You will upgrade your ability to boost your return on investment in your
business.
3–You will increase your credibility with your clients and customers.
4–You will gain full control over time you have to devote to developing and
growing your business.
5–You will experience a new freedom to boost success in your business.
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Internet Streaming
You should embrace the name which has emerged to replace “autopilot”
and “semiautomated distribution.”

The biggest benefit: You can do audio and
video streaming from where you now are
living without traveling to an external
workplace or employer location.
What are Some Possible Uses?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

coaching adults to boost their awareness and skills
consulting organizations to boost their outcomes
educating adults to boost their skills
entertaining audiences with your music, poetry, oral interpretations, etc.
lecturing adults online for awareness and knowledge
marketing downloadable digital products (eBooks, images, etc.)
mentoring adults to boost their skills
ministering your faith and values to your followers
showcasing your art in an online gallery
storytelling using your original works
teaching adults to boost their skills
training adults to boost their skills
tutoring adults to boost their skills
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Internet streaming involves sending your image, your voice, and all you’re your
proprietary content of choice from a computer out over the internet to one or
more people. If you already work remotely for an employer, internet streaming
differs in that it’s not merely a basic two-way connection using the internet to use
your employer’s proprietary information, files, and apps. Streaming is more
personalized and focused. Streaming involves much more than merely
connecting remotely over the internet to some remote workplace.
The business use of streaming during quarantines and social distancing can
become crucial for coaching, digital marketing, educating, mentoring, teaching, or
training. Streaming–often through an online webinar or online instruction–makes
possible your ability to stay in business (or do this work as a side hustle) during a
quarantine and social distancing because streaming replaces making close, faceto-face contact with other people while conducting business with them.
This kind of streaming has been in use for years now by people who are in
business doing coaching, digital marketing, educating, mentoring, teaching, or
training. They already know that two-way interaction between them and their
audience or clients or customers or students works very well over the internet.
Streaming got a boost in acceptance in 2020 when the worldwide coronavirus
pandemic infected and often killed tens of millions of people. It took a global
disease to prove how streaming is far safer to reach a target audience without
the built-in risk of getting infected from face-to-face interaction with COVID-19
carriers out there in the real world.
Of course, there are certain types of employment where streaming just will not
work. If you make money through the delivery of specific, physical products or in69

person services from you to your audience or clients or customers, internet
interaction or delivery isn’t what you need.
Keep in mind that if you’re involved in performance of entertainment or
information or skills training with your audience, yes, you can use streaming for
that. Steaming works well for performances of an entertainment nature, for
informing people who are not physically present, and, for teaching and training
someone remotely so they learn new skills. This type of remote performance,
entertainment, information, and skills training dates back to the early days of
American radio and television programming a hundred years ago.

Recommended Education and Work Experience
If you expect to earn the highest level of credibility when you reach out to your
audience of customers or clients or students (or however you refer to the people
that you want to pay you for your services), you should have earned a graduate
degree in your chosen field.

You also should have at least one decade of continuous, full-time employment in
a known and recognized professional line of business. It is far better for your
credibility if you have two decades of continuous, full-time employment in a
recognized professional line of business.
These are only suggested guidelines, of course. If you happen to be someone
who is genuinely and incredibly talented skilled in a recognized professional line
of business (such as being a chef or a tailor or dressmaker or a barber or hair
stylist), you may not need several years of college to prove your worth. You still
will need noteworthy professional work experience, however.
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Okay, if you’re determined to try this at home, yourself, first pay attention to the
essentials you need before you just jump right in:

Definition
Very simply, internet streaming is defined as data sent out using a device over
a computer network to recipients who use devices to receive what is sent.

Network
The network can be globally available around our entire planet such as the
internet. Or the network can be limited within one local, physical space
connecting one device with or without wires to another device.

Form
The simplest form of streaming data is one person’s voice being sent out in real
time or by way or a recording out to recipients over the network. Or the data can
be one person’s voice along with that same one person’s likeness sent out in real
time or by way of a recording to recipients over the network.
The most complicated form of streaming involves more than one or two voices
along with more than one or two likenesses (still photographs or video) sent out
in real time or by way of a recording to recipients who interact with the senders
and each other.

Elements
The most basic model of streaming has four elements:
•
•
•
•

at least one sender
devices
transmission and reception over a network
at least one recipient
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Devices / Tools
We human beings need devices and tools to
get everyday stuff done in our lives here in the
real world. A good way of thinking about this is
when we need to cook an egg, we will need
more than just the egg. We will also need a
proper device (a heated pan) and proper tools
(a spoon or spatula) to stir or flip the egg while
cooking it. Without these devices and tools, we
will not be successful cooking an egg.
A similar reality is true with streaming. There is
no way around the fact that we human beings need proper devices and proper
tools to accomplish streaming.
We need to gather together the proper
devices and the proper tools to get started
streaming. Then we need to follow certain
procedures for streaming to work.

Not Free
Are the devices and the tools free of
charge? No.
If you expect to get free devices and free tools, you simply have the wrong
expectations.
The alternative is to have the correct or right expectations. Why? When you
maintain the correct or right expectations in your mind, you invite success into
your life.

The Essentials
The office space you set up where you are living needs to be behind a door you
can close to work on a computer uninterrupted by kids or other adults or pets.
You love ‘em dearly, but they can disrupt your work outcomes if you are not
careful.
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Your office space in your residence needs electrical power, fast and reliable
internet service, a recent computer with a camera and microphone, and
telephone service that functions independently from your computer or internet
connection.
The top reason you want your telephone service to function independently from
your computer or internet connection is so you don’t lose the capability to make
or receive phone calls during a power failure or internet service outage or when
your computer is not working properly.
Next, here are my suggestions for apps you should acquire for doing streaming
audio and video based on what I actually use today:
•
•
•
•
•
•

word processing / PDF creation
editing apps for images / audio / video
slides on screen (most well-known is PowerPoint)
distribute your podcasts and video (most well-known is
YouTube)
website hosting service
a webinar / online course app

There is no “quick fix” or “one product”
you can purchase as a shortcut for you
to succeed with streaming audio and
video.
My Recommendations for You
Discovering what’s best for your individual situation when it comes to apps can
be daunting. This is true because so many people out there just want to make a
buck and they are attempting to sell you anything and everything to accomplish
their goal of generating revenue. This worldwide practice of people trying to
make a buck leads to false promises being made which can only end up costing
you money you should not have spent in the first place.
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Here are recommendations based on my many years of direct experience using
apps. I don’t get paid for recommending any of these apps, so I do not have any
motivation to make false promises to you.
Part of what you paid for here when you purchased this book is specialized
knowledge that comes from a trustworthy, experience professional. That’s me.
Anyone can search online to find just about anything. But online searching is not
the best way to gain knowledge because there is so much online that does not
deserve to be trusted or considered valid.

Word Processing / PDF Creation
For word processing and PDF creation from my own experience I recommend
Google Docs. Go to https://docs.google.com/ for details.
After you have signed up an account with Google (which includes an email
address for you), the benefit is you gain access to Google Docs which is a
cloud-based app—no need to download or install anything on your computer.
You gain word processing capability and PDF creation capability along with many
other nice-to-have things bundled together in a cloud-based app.
I also recommend Microsoft 365 from my own experience. This was formerly
called Office 365. Go to https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365 for
details.
This is an integrated suite of apps that are cloud-based combined with
downloadable apps for your use on your computer. This suite is available as an
annual subscription service. It is not free like Google Docs but if you choose this
route instead, you gain access to top-of-the-line apps which are well-known and
highly respected in the business world.

Editing Images
For editing your images I recommend Adobe Photoshop from my own
experience. This is available as a cloud-based app on an annual subscription
basis. Go to https://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop.html for details.
You probably already know that there are many alternatives to Adobe
Photoshop at various pricing levels. Be careful before you spend money on any
of these alternatives because you may end up disappointed. If your livelihood
requires top-notch image editing, you certainly can turn to and trust Adobe
Photoshop with a high level of confidence.
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Editing Audio
From my own experience, for audio editing I recommend Audacity. This is a free
downloadable app. Go to https://www.audacityteam.org/ for details.
I can also recommend Garage Band which is for the Mac operating system,
iPad, and other iOS devices. I found this app is especially fun to use!

Editing Video
When it comes to video editing there’s a huge number of choices for apps. I
happen to prefer and recommend Camtasia based on my own experience. Go to
https://www.techsmith.com/video-editor.html for details.
Why I prefer and recommend Camtasia is because this app is incredibly
versatile no matter how complex your videos might be. Once you learn how to
use the app (and there is a steep learning curve), you will be amazed at how
Camtasia is powerful at giving your videos exactly the right professional look you
want. This app, too, happens to be is a lot of fun to use.
To learn about alternatives to Camtasia, go to https://sidehustleteach.com/bestcamtasia-alternatives/ for options.

Slides on Screen
For creating slides to show on a screen (with images, text, and numbers), the
most well-known app is PowerPoint which is available within Microsoft 365. Go
to https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365 for details.
I have experience using this app and numerous alternatives. Be careful not to
spend money on such alternatives, however, because not all are created equal
and you may end up disappointed. Learn more at
https://visme.co/blog/powerpoint-alternatives/ to help you decided if there is a
solution that will work for you.

Distributing Your Audio and Video
For worldwide distribution of your audio (podcasts) and videos, the most famous
choice is YouTube.
I have experience using this platform as well as alternatives. Go to
https://sidehustleteach.com/best-camtasia-alternatives/ for advice and
recommendations. Be careful before you spend money on any alternatives to
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YouTube because the capabilities you want to have may not be available unless
you use YouTube.

Dedicated Website and Branded Domain Name
From my experience, I recommend that you should have a dedicated website
with a domain name (what comes after the three w’s in a website address online)
that in some direct way helps your marketing and your brand recognition.
Even after you have made careful choices in which apps you and afford and
which capabilities you will be getting, you still have the additional cost (in terms of
lots of dollars and lots of your time) to do marketing and promotion for whatever it
is you are selling to potential clients.
Without effective marketing and promotion, even the best content will just sit
there online. If you fail to get sufficient new visitors on an ongoing basis who look
at your content and consider making a purchase, you are not going to make
money.
But you must be extremely careful not to sign up and pay a lot of money to others
to do marketing and promotion of your content. Many promises are made about
bringing in quick and steady website traffic. Be wary if you see an offer to do your
marketing and promotion that just “sounds too good” to be true.
Yes, you should also use Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter so you get social
media exposure out in the world. Yet, unless you are already famous around the
world like Donald Trump is, posting on all three of those will never replace the
need for your own dedicated website with a domain name to help your marketing
and branding.
When it comes to selecting a web hosting company for your site, the smartest
way to go is to rely solely upon word-of-mouth recommendations and
experiences from someone whom you personally know and trust already. You
should never turn to a stranger for a recommendation on this. Nor should you
select a web hosting company merely after you conduct an online search.

Deploying Webinars and Online Courses
For apps that enable you to deploy webinars and online courses as part of your
business strategy behind doing streaming audio and video, there’s a long list of
options out there. Run a search for webinar platforms to help you get started.
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I have had both good luck and bad luck with particular webinar / online course
platforms. I will share this awareness with you as part of the optional one-to-one
coaching I provide.
If you find you need “extra help” with this, get optional coaching over Skype or
Zoom or other video apps with Dr. Woody Goulart. Enjoy the benefits of
personalized, customized, real-time, one-to-one coaching/mentoring. Only pay
for the coaching sessions you want. Priced at $100 for each one-hour session
you would like to schedule. There is no minimum purchase required. You pay
only for the voice-to-voice coaching for which you choose.
If you’re interested in learning more about my professional coaching service, get
in touch with me by email:
[ vegasdrwoody@gmail.com ]

*** Add It All Up ***

Once you add up all the costs for the apps
you will need, very quickly you will arrive at
having spent several hundreds of dollars on
your way to getting set up to do streaming
audio and video successfully. Start-up costs
are reason number one why you should
NEVER approach doing streaming audio and
video casually or without a solid business
strategy.
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About the Author
I want to thank you so much for your interest in my writing.
As a professional writer with decades of experience spanning careers in major
population centers such as Boston, Hollywood, Las Vegas, San Francisco, and
Washington, DC, I also have ghostwritten countless communication products for
senior-level executives to use to persuade their target audiences.
My professional work has also included ghost blogging and posting on social
media channels on behalf of someone else without using my own name.
I also have written and produced several other eBooks (not just this one)
available on Amazon and I was born in 1950.
I mention these two facts together to show that I am not just starting out doing
this work, and, that I am not the stereotypical young person who lives a webcentric life and types with their thumbs. Yes, many people from my generation
hold a disdain for contemporary technology, but I deliberately have chosen not to
be that way.
If you’re interested in learning more about my professional coaching service or to
learn more about other information presented in this eBook, just get in touch with
me by email:
[ vegasdrwoody@gmail.com ]
Thanks again.
Woody Goulart
https://drwoodyg.com
Las Vegas, Nevada
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